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The Wolves and the Sheep
by Jean-Pierre Riel, lawyer and Emanuela De Bonis, lawyer Riel & Associates

“After a thousand years of war declared,
The sheep and the wolves on peace agreed (…)”

T

he opening of this de La Fontaine fable
(“The Wolves and the Sheep”) is a
surprising peace though not in fact a
lasting one. Indeed, despite an agreement
between the parties, the wolves ended
up eating all the sheep and the shepherds clothing
themselves in suits made from their skins!
A recent decision relating to an exclusivity clause
in a commercial lease subtly draws a parallel between
the always-relevant teachings of de La Fontaine and the
actions of a landlord.
Over the last few years, the stance of the courts
with respect to exclusivity clauses has made the drafting
and the interpretation of these clauses more and more
complex. Despite the fact that certain grey zones
have settled in, exclusivity clauses pose a real risk that
landlords should not ignore, as an error can quickly
become extremely costly. This is in fact the lesson learnt
from the decision of Sports Experts 2000 Inc. v. Riocan
Holdings (Québec) Inc.1, pursuant to which the landlord
was condemned to pay damages of nearly $4 million
after having contravened an exclusivity clause.
For some time now, tenants have adopted the habit
of asking for use restriction clauses. The power often
residing in the tenants’ hands, landlords bend to their
will. It is not rare to see shopping centres with dozens
of use restriction clauses. The landlord therefore has to
deal with a can of worms, and it becomes hazardous
in many cases to take a position as to the rights of the
parties. However, the case we will review in this article
illustrates a flagrant case where the shepherd, Riocan,
let SAIL, the wolf, into the fold, following which the
sheep, Sports Experts, asked for the intervention of the
Court – which it did highly successfully.
The facts
In 2003, Sports Experts 2000 Inc. (succeeded
by FGL Sports Ltd) (“FGL”) and Riocan Holdings
(Québec) Inc. (“Riocan”) sign a ten-year lease for
premises located in the Megacentre Lebourgneuf (the
“Premises”). The Premises are sublet to 4095490
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Canada Inc., a franchisee of FGL (the “Franchisee”) to
operate a combined Sports Experts/Atmosphere store
specializing in the sale at retail of sports and outdoor
items from the Premises. The terms of the lease include
the following exclusivity clause:
“5.7
EXCLUSIVITY – (…) The
Landlord will abstain to lease for the first ten (10)
years of the ensuing Lease any commercial space
(…) to any other tenant whose principal use is
the sale at retail of sports and outdoor equipment,
sports and outdoor clothing, sports and outdoor
footwear, and sports and outdoor accessories. (…)” 2
In February 2008, Riocan signs a lease with Sail
Outdoors inc. (“SAIL”), a company operating outlets
selling at retail sports and outdoor items, therefore
violating the exclusivity granted to FGL and its
Franchisee. According to them, this violation results
in decreased sales for the Franchisee (thereby leading
to lost royalties and decreased contributions to the
promotion fund for FGL, as franchisor). Despite
admitting having violated the exclusivity clause, Riocan
asserts that it leased the store to SAIL in error and that
there was in fact no causal link between this violation
and the Franchisee’s reduced sales, which was rather
due to external factors.
The Analysis:
In order for their motion to be granted, the
plaintiffs need to prove a fault, a prejudice and a causal
link.
In the matter at hand, Riocoan recognizes having
violated the exclusivity clause and admits having
committed a fault. However, Riocan alleges that
this fault was the result of a mistake made by its
representative.
As for the prejudice, the Court reminds us that
in order to be indemnified, the prejudice must be
certain, predictable at the time of the contract and
must be a direct result of the fault. Accordingly, in the
case of loss of profits, the actual loss of profit must
be established, rather than an uncertain and aleatory
profit. In addition, the Court reminds us that damages
are first and foremost of a compensatory nature and
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are intended therefore to put the creditor
in the same situation as it would have been
had the debtor fulfilled its contractual
obligation.
The issue on which the Court
emphasizes is the causal link. This causal
link is a question of fact and is established
by the balance of probabilities. In this
specific case, “the plaintiffs adopt a ”But
for” approach, that is, claiming that but
for the fault of Riocan, they would not
have suffered the prejudice they allege. In
agreeing to the exclusivity clause, they claim,
they were assured of not having to face a
competitor’s competition for 10 years. In
failing to respect this exclusivity, Riocan
has cancelled this guarantee. For its part,
Riocan puts forward an “Anything but”
thesis, according to which the reduced sales
of the tenant would be caused by a multitude
of factors other than the presence of SAIL in
Megacentre Lebourgneuf ” 3.
For example, these external factors
include: (1) the economic crisis of 20082009, (2) the fact that the sales of Sports
Experts could not have been affected by
SAIL because they sell outdoor items,
while Sports Experts (as opposed to
Atmosphere) specializes in sports items and
not in outdoor items, (3) the expansion
of Sports Experts/Atmosphere stores in
nearby centres, and (4) the expansion of a
competitor in proximity to the Megacentre
Lebourgneuf. Riocan further attempts to
demonstrate that if a SAIL store had opened
outside of the exclusivity zone granted to
FGL and its Franchisee, the prejudice to
these parties would have been similar (there
would therefore be no causal link between
the prejudice and the fault, because even in
the absence of a fault, the plaintiffs would
have suffered a similar prejudice). Not only
did none of these arguments convince the
Court, but the Court also found in favour
of the plaintiffs by recognizing that the facts
undeniably indicate that the guarantee FGL
wished to obtain through the exclusivity
clause was an essential consideration of
the lease. In summary, despite the fact
that other factors may have contributed
to the prejudice suffered by the plaintiffs,
the Court determines that Riocan could
reasonably have anticipated that the sales
of the Franchisee would be affected by
the arrival of SAIL in the Megacentre
Lebourgneuf. The Court eloquently
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illustrates its ruling allegorically:
“Riocan let the proverbial wolf into
the fold. It is possible that some sheep
died of cold, of fear or from another
cause, but it is reasonable to think
that the majority were victim of the
predatory instincts of the wolf. »4
For these reasons, the Court proceeds
with the evaluation of the actual damages
suffered by FGL and its Franchisee and
orders Riocan to pay:
• to the Franchisee: $3 million for
lost sales,
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• to FGL (as the franchisor):
$401,713 for lost royalties and
contributions to the promotion fund,
• to the plaintiffs: $276,108$ for
legal costs.
The bad faith:
If Riocan emerges from this story having
to assume a steep price tag, the Court
nevertheless agrees with the defendant
regarding the alleged bad faith, which is in
fact a minor consolation.
In their arguments, the plaintiffs allege
that Riocan, despite having admitted its
fault, acted in bad faith and abused the
right to legal recourse. They qualified the
violation of the exclusivity clause as a gross
fault and contended that the termination of
the negotiations and the admission of the
fault late in the process gave the plaintiffs
the right to demand reimbursement for
their extra-judiciary costs. It should be
noted that the parties first attempted to
negotiate a resolution to their dispute
and exchanged several draft settlement
agreements. These negotiations, however,
did not result in an agreement, Riocan
having ended the discussions between the
parties because they could not agree on two
essential elements being:
1) that the numbers used to
calculate the plaintiffs’ damages be
audited by an accountant acceptable
to Riocan; and
2) that FGL and its Franchisee
continue to operate their business
normally in the Premises.

and that the plaintiffs could pursue legal
recourse should the negotiations fail, which
they in fact did.
For these reasons, the Court rejects the
plaintiffs’ motion to condemn Riocan to
the reimbursement of their extra-judiciary
costs.
In conclusion, landlords must be very
prudent. One should not fail to anticipate
that legal recourses in more ambiguous
situations do occur. Here, the landlord
flagrantly failed to fulfil its obligation and
the question was to evaluate the quantum

of the claim in order to compensate the
roaring sheep and to ensure the contract is
respected! •
Notes :
1. Sports Experts 2000 Inc. c.
Riocan Holdings (Québec) Inc.,
2018 QCCS 1051
2. Idem, par. 14.
3. Idem, par. 82 et 83.
4. Idem, par. 93.

While the Court considers Riocan’s
position on the second point to be “fussy”,
it recognizes that its position on the first
point is justified. Indeed, Riocan had
clearly indicated from the beginning of
the negotiations that the numbers of the
Franchisee would need to be verified. In
addition, the Court considers that, since the
negotiations concern the indemnification of
the plaintiffs, it is absolutely justified that
Riocan ask for some form of arbitration of
the numbers which will serve as the basis for
such indemnification. The Court therefore
comes to the conclusion that the plaintiffs
failed to demonstrate that Riocan did not
act in good faith. and the Court mentions,
in addition, that nothing obligated Riocan
to come to an agreement with the plaintiffs,
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